Abstract. For each of m and n a positive integer denote by S(m,i) the space of all real-valued symmetric i-linear functions on Em, i -1,2,...,«.
1.
Introduction. An iteration method for a class of nonlinear partial differential equations was described in [5] , For a given partial differential equation a transformation F was defined which has as its fixed points the solutions to that equation. An iteration method based on F was given. To each function U analytic at the origin of Em a solution to the equation was obtained by means of this iteration. In the present work F is modified slightly to a transformation S so that S has all positive fractional powers {5X}X>0. It is shown that if U is a real-valued function which is analytic at the origin of Em then Sx U converges as X -* cç to a solution to the given partial differential equation-in fact to the same solution obtained by the iteration in [5] .
As in the theory of semigroups of nonlinear transformations (cf. [1] , [2] ), a resolvent for {SX}A>n is found. The rest points of {5,X}A>0 are precisely the solutions (analytic at the origin of Em) to the given partial differential equation. Furthermore, every such solution is a rest point of (S'X}A>0 and given any function U on Em analytic at 0, SXU converges to a solution as X -* co. This observation seems to bring additional nonlinear partial differential equations into the setting of semigroup theory, providing, consequently, new classes of examples for that theory. The constructed resolvent is the basis for several approximation schemes.
In a sense, if U is as above, then limx_>00 Sx U is the nearest solution to the function U. This seems to have applicability in the following way: If U is a physically meaningful approximation to a solution to a given partial differential equation, then SXU, even for X quite small, may be a better approximation. Instances abound in applied science, of course, in which there is a need for improvement of approximations. It is expected that this comment will be expanded upon in a further work.
2. Statement of main results. Enough preliminary material is given here so that the main results may be stated precisely.
Suppose n is a positive integer. Then T(E, n) denotes the vector space of real-valued «-linear functions on the finite dimensional inner product space E. For m G E, where m is the dimension of E and ex, ..., em is any orthonormal basis of £ ( [3] , [5] ). S(E,n) denotes the subspace of T(E,n) consisting of symmetric elements of T(E, n). If « G S(E,p), w E S(E,k), then u ® w is the member of T(E,p + k) so that (u 0 w)(xx.xp+k) = u(xx.xp)w(xp+x,... "x^)
for all x,.x +k in E and u • w denotes the element of S(E,p + k) nearest (relative to the above norm with n = p + k) to u ® w. U A G S(E, «), B G S(E,k),k > «, then AB denotes the element of S(E,k-n) so that (AB, C> = (B,A -C> for all C G S(E, k -n) where the inner product on the left is in S(E,k -n) and the one on the right is in S(K,k). AB is then called the inner product of A and B. A function g from an open subset of E to the real numbers R is called analytic at the point p of E (and has radius of convergence at least r, r > 0) provided g(x)= i (W)g(í,Hp)(x -P)q ?=0
and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use i (i/?oiig(?)(p)iiiix-pir <7=0 converges for all x in E so that ||x -p|| < r where, if q is a positive integer, g(q)(p) E S(E,q) denotes the qth Fréchet derivative of g at p (cf. [6] ). The least upper bound (perhaps infinity) of all such numbers r is denoted by p(g;p) or simply by p(g) if p = 0. This definition of analyticity is equivalent to any of a number of others but the notion of radius of convergence is perhaps a special one.
For m a positive integer, S(Em,n) is also denoted by S(m,n).
Denote by H the collection of all real-valued functions U on a subset of E" so that (1) the domain of U is a connected open set containing 0, (2) U is analytic at each point in its domain, and (3) the domain of U is maximal relative to (1) and (2) . Note that if U, W E H and U(x) = W(x) for all x in some open subset containing 0, then U = W. Some notation is now fixed for the remainder of this paper. Denote by each of m and n a positive integer, by A a member of S(m, n) so that \\A || = 1 and by A a nonnegative integer < « -1. Denote Em x S(m,0) x S(m, 1) x • • • X S(m, h) by fi(/i) (S(m, 0) = R). Denote by a = a0, a,, ..., a"_, a sequence so that a, E S(m,i), i = 0, 1, ..., n -1. Denote by H(a) the subset of H consisting of all U in H such that U^'\o) = a¡, i = 0, 1,..., n -1. Denote by/a real-valued analytic function with domain an open connected subset (as large as possible) of fi(/i) which contains (0, a0, a,,..., an). If U E H (a), then fu denotes the member of H so that fu(x)=f(x,U(x),U'(x),...,U{h)(x)) for all x for which the right side is defined. This paper deals mainly with the problem of approximating solutions U E H(a) to AU®-f,,.
for all x in some region containing 0 (j is the identity function on the real numbers). sothatAY(n) =fY.
In [5] for the case / is a polynomial, an iteration method (based on T) is given which leads to solutions to the equation of Theorem 1. In the present paper the relatively complicated iteration of [5] is replaced by simply the iteration {Tk W)k=x, W E H (a). Also the requirement that/be a polynomial is replaced by the weaker condition that/be analytic. These improvements are not the main purposes of the present work, however. The main purpose is to give a slight modification S of F so that Sx is defined for all X > 0 in such a way that S'SS = S,+s for all s, t > 0. In this way {5'},>o becomes a oneparameter semigroup of operators (nonlinear if / ¥= 0) on H(a). As was mentioned above this semigroup has a (nonlinear) resolvent even though the semigroup does not seem to fit any of the usual assumptions. The author hopes that the often observed smoothing properties of resolvents will hold in the present.case to the extent that iterations of the type studied here can be extended beyond the set of analytic functions.
Some further notation is required. It is noted in [3] and [5] that Qq -* Pq as k -* co and that Pq is an orthogonal projection on S(m,q), q > n. Moreover, Mq is positive definite, q = 0, 1. Qq nonnegative definite, q = n,n + 1. For any X > 0, there is a unique nonnegative symmetric power of Qq -written ßx. It holds that Q¡ Q\ = Q¡¡+\ ß, y > 0, q = n, n + 1. 
Denote this element W by J(X)U. J is the promised resolvent function indicated in the introductory remarks.
Theorem 4. If U E H(a) and X > 0, there is W E H(a) so that J(X/n)nU -* W as n -* oo.
Denote Why K(X)U. Then, moreover, Since Qq is nonnegative and symmetric, S(m,q) has a basis of eigenvectors of Qq and so lims_,0(7 -(X/8)(Qq -I))~ exists and is a linear transformation (which must also have norm not exceeding one) from S(m, q) to S(m, q).
If q E Z+, q < n, then (/ -(X/8)(Qsq -/))"' = / for all 8 > 0, so of
Denote lims_Q(I -(X/8)(Qsq -/))"' by L(X)q and, for U G H, define
It is easy to check that if 8 > 0, then (/ -(X/8)(QS -/))"' exists and
The following is needed for Theorem 3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for all s such that \s\ < inf p(<bx ).p(<J>,), <f> = (<J>,,..., <f>,), and (2) ||/(9)(yS)l| -l|F^(y)|| where ß -Íj3" ... ,ßt) and 7-(11/8, II.
Proof of Lemma 1. Using a formula for the derivative of the composition of two functions on normed linear spaces (cf. [5, Proposition 5]) one has that if q is a positive integer and x = x,, ..., xq is a sequence of which each element is in E, then (/(«i»))(?)(0)x = 2 /(lpl)(iS)(<i»(l^l)(0)x(pI),...,<i>(l^l)(0)x(p|.|))
where Sq is the set of all partitions of {1,..., q}, Up E Sq then |p| denotes the number of elements inp andp,, ..., p| , denotes the enumeration of p so that if 1 < i < k < |p|, then the least element of p, is less than the least element oipk and <b^'l)(0)x(Pi) denotes *('Äl)(0)(xfl,... ,x?j) wherePi -qx.q,. If A: E Z+, then T(t,k) denotes the set of all sequences rx,..., rk such that r¡ E {1.t}, i = I, ..., k. Then
eS, rer(t,\p\) = 22 t/M)(jB))r(*SAl)(OWl»i).rf;wl)(0)x(p|;)|))
where if r E T(t,\p\),p E Sq and i E {1.|p|), then (i) (^^(O^p,-)),, More simply said, (/^(/í)), is the r-partial derivative of/at /S, r G r(/, |p|). For p E Sq,r E T(t, \p\), ex,..., em an orthonormal basis of Em, define L.. on F? so that if x = ¿c,.-«o G F, then V* = (/M)GW*SäI)<o)*ü>.).^(oWp,,,)).
where Fis described as follows: Denote (\\ßx ||.\\ßt\\) by y and define, for / a nonnegative integer, 8¡ E S(E,,i) by 
obtaining w in terms oi wQ,wx,..., w x. The theorem will be demonstrated if it can be shown that there is 5 > 0 so that 2£Lo(1/?!)IKIlS? converges since then W can be chosen to be that member of H (a) so that W(x) = 2 (l/îîkx*. ||x|| < 8.
Î-0 «
To begin to accomplish this, denote by F the function which relates to/as in the preceding lemma (here / = h + 2).
Start with a calculation of the norm of (/ -L(X) )Bq, q E Z+, q > n. For this it is shown first that (I-Gq)SA-z=A-(I-Mq_")Sz Denote by 5 a small enough positive number so that there is a unique function y on (-5,5) so that (y(0),y'(0),.. .,y{n~x)(Q)) = (||t/(0)||, ||í/'(0)||>...,||í/í',-,)(0)||)and /">(*) -*í» + ¿xFOc, vto./to,...,/%)), \x\ < 8.
That there is such a positive number 5 and such a function y follows from basic existence and u-riaueness theory for ordinary differential equations. 
.,y(h))rn(Q) using Lemma 1 (J(t) = t for all t E R).
Since there is a number 5', 0 < 8' < 5 so that if |/| < 5', then 2£o O/'O/^Oy converges, it follows that 2*=o ('/?!) Il%ll ll*f converges and hence 2*=o 0/?Ow?*9 converges if ||x|| < 5'.
Define now W E H (a) so that W(x) -2£=o 0/f Ov'' H*1' < fi'' From the way {h>9}"=0 was defined it is seen that W = L(X)U + (I -L(X))Bfw. This The fact that Iim^O -(X/n) ln(l -9))~" = eMn{l~9) = (1 -0)X is familiar. Small modifications of an argument for this fact give the necessary fact for the lemma.
Lemma 3. If q E Z+ and Vq(t) = (7 -Gq)', t > 0, then Vq is of bounded variation on all of[0, co).
Proof. If w is an eigenvector of G with eigenvalue 9, then Vq(t)w = (1 -9)'w, t > 0.
If 9 = 1, ^(-)w is constant at 0; if 0 < 9 < 1, then l^(-)w has total variation ||w|| on [0, co). Since a finite set of eigenvectors of Gq spans S(m, q), the result follows.
Lemma 4. If q > n and z G S(m,q), then lim/_>00(7 -Gq)'z -z -A
• Mq-J"Az.
From the proof of Theorem 3, it follows that if z is of the form A • w for some w E S(m,q), then lim,_>00(7 -Ci)'z = 0. Now if Az = 0,(1-Gq)'z = z. But any z in 5(m, a) may be written z = zx + z2, zx = z -A • M~}nAz, z2=* A-M~JnAz. Then lim^^I -Gq)'z2 = 0 and lim,_>00(7 -Gq)'zx = z, since y4z! = 0. 
The assumption of the negation of this lemma leads easily to a contradiction.
Proof of main results.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose U G 77(a), k E Z+, t¡ > 0, / = 1,..., k. By induction, 
A special case of this is the fact that if X > 0, then (J(X/n))n U converges to K(X)U E H (a) as n -» oo, the first conclusion to Theorem 4. The second conclusion is shown by induction. From the first part of the argument, if U E H(a), Suppose X > 0. Define CK(t) = 2fl°°-0 O/?0supo<I<x|| Wi^O)!!*' for all t for which this converges (that it converges for some t > 0 follows from the argument for Theorem 4).
Note that \\fz+Bm(0)\\ < (F(*m¡)))(q)(0) < (F($))(?)(0) where S> -(•,.*A+2)> *,« -liz(/~2)ll, + Ct"-i+2Cx(t),0</ < P(cx),p(z('-2>), -hi], + F(t, \\z\\ + a"cx(t), llz'H, + crx cx(t),.
• -, ||z«||, +ct"-"cx(t)), 0 < t < p(F($)).
Denote by ß, y two positive numbers so that if aQ(r,x0,x,,... W¿q-n\0) = (7 -A/^)^ l/W(0)+ *2 Mq_n(I -M^JfjVÄ^).
As in part (a), TkU = Z + 5W£.
Since 2f-"o1 ^9-na -Mq_J = 7 -A//_" and 0 < 7 -Mk_n < I, k m I, 2, ..., it follows that ||rç(«-">(0)|| < \\AU^m\ + sup 11/^^(0)11, q -n, n + I, ... If q E Z+, q > n, then F(?)(0) is the elemtnt. w of S(m,q) satisfying: ||l/(9)(0) -w|| is minimum over all w E S(m,q) so that Aw = f^~"\o) where
Yq_x(x) = 2 (1A!)Î/(,)(0)V + 2 (l/fOr^iO)**, x G Em.
i"0 /-« The problem of solving for h> G S(m,q) such that /lw =/y (0) is essentially an underdetermined consistent linear system. In the CauchyKowalewski method, noncharacteristic initial conditions are used to add equations so that the resulting linear system has a unique solution. In the present method the minimization breaks the impasse concerning the underdetermined system. This allows Y to take on some of the character of U in a manner natural to the problem at hand. It is expected (and has beer-pointed out in examples in [3] and [5] ) that a study of the correspondence: U -* Y will yield in some instances appropriate (and perhaps new) boundary conditions in a general sense.
It is mentioned in closing that the present point of view seems to apply in substantial instances to systems of nonlinear equations and to more fully nonlinear problems: problems of finding U so that f(x,U(x),U'(x),...,UM(x)) = 0 for all x in some region of Em, f from Em X 7? X S(m, 1) X • • • x S(m, n) to R. Formal power series solutions of many such equations are in hand but the convergence problems seem to this writer to be particularly difficult.
